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Definition and Components of Categorical Propositions
A categorical proposition is a proposition that relates two classes or categories. These are called
subject terms and the predicate term. A categorical proposition usually asserts that either all or
some of the class denoted by the subject term is included in or excluded from the class denoted by
the predicated term.
Examples:
1. Atkin dieters avoid Carbohydtaes
All those in the class of Atkin dieters belong to the class of things that are vaoiding
carbohdrates.
2. Lions do not live in Iyamho
The whole class of Lions belong to the class of animals that do not live in Iyamho.
3. Many laptops have in-built camerals
A part (many) of the class ot laptops is included in the class of laptops with camerals.
4. Not all marriages have a happy ending
A part (not all) in the class of marriages (married people) is excluded from the classes of
things (marriages) that have a happy ending.
5. Law students take course Jill 121
The class that has law students as members is included in the class of those who take the
course JILL 121.

Types of Categorical Propositions
There are four types of categorical propositions.
1. Those that assert that the whole predicate class is included in the predicate class (
Examples 1 and 5).
2. Those that assert that the whole predicate class is excluded from the predicate class (
Example 2).
3. Those that assert that part of the subject class is included in the predicate class (Example
3)
4. Those that assert that part of the subject class is excluded from the predicate class
(Example 4)
Any type of categorical syllogism that expresses the relationship between subject and
predicate classes is in standard forms. Such kind of standard forms can be re-written as:
1.
2.
3.
4.

1.
2.
3.
4.

All S are P
No S are P
Some S are P
Some S are not P

All S are P (Every member of the S class is a member of the P class/S class in included in the P Class)
No S are P (No member of the S class is a member of the P class/S class is excluded in the P Class)
Some S are P(At least one member of the S class is a member of the P class)
Some S are not P(At least one member of the S class is not a member of the P class)
From the above the following can be considered the parts of a categorical proposition.
All: Every single member in the class of S.
Some: At least one member of the class of S
No: No single member of the class of S
S: Subject term
P: Predicate term
Are/Are Not: Copula (because they couple or link the subject and predicate terms).
The words “all”, “no” and “some” are called “quantifiers” because they indicate how much of the
subject class is included or exclused from the predicate class. The following are the parts of a
categorical proposition.

Example:
All members of the Nigerian Bar Association are graduates who hold at least a Bachelors of Law
from a recognised University in Nigeria.
Analysing this standard-form categorical proposition, we have the following.

Quantifier: All
Subject term: Members of the Nigerian Bar Association
Copula: are
Predicate term: graduates who hold at least a Bachelors of Law from a recognised University in
Nigeria.
Class exercise:
What do you think about the form All S are not P? Is it a standard-form categorical syllogism?
Explain your answer. Think of the example below:
All Athletes are not drivers (All S are not P)
Answer: it is not a standard-form categorical syllogism. It is ambiguous.
To make it a standard-form syllogism, it will be rewritten as “ No S are P”
Class Exercises
Identify the quantifer, subject term, copula and predicate term in each of the exercises below.
Identity the particular standard-form of each excercises
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Some security officials are officers who frown at guests
No persons who eat only fish are persons who don’t care about what they eat.
All plants that are not exposed to light are photosynthesis deficient
Some pastors who are intolerant of other people’s faith are not allowed to preach in public
All criminal cases with insufficient evidences are cases in which judgement must be
thoroughly reviewed before delivery.
6. Some 2016 BMW manufucatured cars are vehicles with manufunctiong dashboard
computers.
7. Some African Governments that emphasize free and fair elections are not countries that
neglect civic education in schools.
8. No Universities in Nigeria worth its salt are institutions that are not promoting
entrepreneural studies.

Answers to Class Exercises
1. Some security officials at airports are officers who frown at guests
Quantifier: Some
Subject term (S): Security officials at airports
Copula: are
Predicate term (P): Officers who frown at guests
Standard-form: Some S are P
2. No persons who eat only fish are persons who don’t care about what they eat.

Quantifier: No
Subject term (S): Persons who eat only fish
Copula: are
Predicate term (P): Persons who don’t care about what they eat
Standard-form: No S are P
3. All plants that are not exposed to light are photosynthesis deficient.
Quantifier: All
Subject term (S): Plants that are not exposed to light
Copula: are
Predicate term (P): Photosynthesis deficient
Standard-form: All S are P
4. Some pastors who are intolerant of other people’s faith are not persons allowed to preach
in public.
Quantifier: Some
Subject term (S): Pastors who are intolerant of other people’s faith
Copula: are not
Predicate term (P): Persons allowed to preach in public.
Standard-form: Some S are not P

5. All criminal cases with insufficient evidences are cases in which judgement must be thoroughly
reviewed before delivery.
Quantifier: All
Subject term (S): Criminal cases with insufficient evidences
Copula: are
Predicate term (P): Cases in which judgement must be thoroughly reviewed before delivery.
Standard-form: All S are P

6. Some 2016 BMW manufucatured cars are vehicles with manufunctiong dashboard
computers.
Quantifier: Some
Subject term (S): 2016 BMW manufucatured cars
Copula: are
Predicate term (P): Vehicles with manufunctiong dashboard computers.
Standard-form: Some S are P
7. Some African Governments that emphasize free and fair elections are not countries that
neglect civic education in schools.
Quantifier: Some
Subject term (S): African Governments that emphasize free and fair elections

Copula: are not
Predicate term (P): Countries that neglect civic education in schools.
Standard-form: Some S are not P
8. No Universities in Nigeria worth its salt are institutions that are not promoting
entrepreneural studies.
Quantifier: No
Subject term (S): Universities in Nigeria worth its salt
Copula: are
Predicate term (P): Institutions that are not promoting entrepreneural studies.
Standard-form: No S are P

2.0
Quality, Quantity and Distribution
Quality and quatity are attributes to categorialc propositions. The quality of a categorical
prpposition either afiirmative or negative in as much as it affirms or denies class membership.
Therefore, All S are P and “Some S are P” are afiirmative quality while “No S are P”and “Some S are
not” have negative quality.
The quantity of a categorical proposition is wither universal or particular in as much as the
statement makes a claim about every member or just some member of the class denoted by the
subject term.
Therefore, “All S are P” and “No S are P” assert something about every member of the S class and
thus are referred to “universal” whereas “ Some S are P” and “Some S are not P” assert something
about one or more members of the S Class and thus are referred to as “particular”.
So categorcal propositions with “ALL” and “No” are universals while those with “Some” are
particular.
In substitution instances, categorical propositions mean exactly as denoted in the particular
proposition and do not take other meanings not specifically denoted in that proposition.
“Some S are P” does not necessarily imply that “Some S are not P” and “Some S are not P” does
not necessarily imply that “Some S are P”. While in some cases, both particular propositions can be
true but not in other cases.
Examples:
1. “Some oranges are sweet” (Some S are P) and “some oranges are not sweet” (Some S are
not P) can be both true.
2. “Some men are humans” (Some S are P) is true. But “Some men are not humans” (Some S
are not P) is false.
3. “Some law students are not Chemistry students” (Some S are not P) is true. But “Some law
students are Chemistry students” (Some S are P) is false.

So, that one particular proposition is true does not mean and imply that the substituted instance
will also be true.

Four Letters of Categorical Propositions
The four kinds of categorical propositionsa are designated by four letters: A, E, I & O. The letter
are obtained from the first two vowels of two latin words, namely: “affirmo” (I affirm) and “nego”
(I deny).
A=Universal Affirmative Proposition
E= Universal Negative Proposition
I= Particular Affirmative Proposition
O= Particular Negative Proposition

Table showing the origin of the letters of categorical propositions.

These propositions can be put in a tabular form.
Proposition
All S are P
No S are P
Some S are P
Some S are not P

Letter
Name
A
E
I
O

Quantity

Quality

Universal
Universal
Particular
Particular

Affirmative
Negative
Affirmative
Negative

While quantity and quality are attributes of propositions, distributionn is an attribute of terms
(subject and predicate). A term is said to be distributed if the proposition makes an assertion
about every member of the class denoted by the term. If this is not the case, such a term is not
consdered to be distributed. In other words,
a. If a proposition asserts something about every member of the S class, then the S term is
distributed.
b. If a proposition asserts something about every member of the P class, then the P term is
distributed.

c. If a proposition does not assert something about every member of the S class, then the S
term is not distributed.
d. If a proposition does not assert something about every member of the P class, then the P
term is not distributed.
1. A= Universal Affirmative Proposition (All S are P)

The above indicates that every single member in the S circle is contained in the P circle. In the above
proposition, the S term is distributed. The above proposition does not make a claim about every member
of the P class. So the P term sin this case in not distributed. In other words, in all A proposition (All S
are P), the S is distributed.

2. E= Universal Negative Proposition (No S areP)

This E proposition states that the class of S is separate from the class of P. Unlike the A proposition,
this E proposition makes a claim about every single member of the class of S and and of the class of P.
In this case, Both the S class and P class are distributed.
3. I= Particular Affirmative Proposition (Some S are P)

*S

P

I=Some S are P

The I proposition (Some S are P) states that at least one member of the S class is a member of the P
class. Where the asterisk (*) represents atleast one member of the S class, the above diagram can be
produced to represent the I preposition. The above preposition makes a claim about at least one member
of the S class and about at least one member of the P class but not about all members of either class.
Thus, neither the S class nor the P class is distributed.

4. O= Particular Negative Proposition (Some S are not P)

P
*S

O=Some S are are P

The O proposition (Some S are P) states that at least one member of the S class is not a member of the P
class. Where the asterisk (*) represents atleast that one member of the S class, the above diagram can be
produced to represent the O preposition. The above preposition makes a claim about at least one
member of the S class and therefore the S class is distributed. However, the O proposition does infact
state that every member of the P class is separate and distinct from the one member of the S class and
since all members of the P class is referred to, the P class is distributed. Thus, while the S is not
distributed but the P class is distributed.
In summary:
A & E=distribute subject terms
E & O= distribute predicate terms

Memory Tips
1. Unprepared Students Never Pass (USNP)= US NP
US= Univerisals distribute Subjects,
NP= Negatives distribute Predicates.

2. Any Students Earning B’s Is Not On Probation (ASEBINOP): AS EB IN OP
AS= A distributes Subject
EB= E distributes Both
IN= I distributes Neither
OP= O distributes Predicate

This discussion of quantity, quality and distribution of categorical propositions can be tabularised as
follows:
Proposition

Letter Name

Quantity

Quality

All S are P
No S are P
Some S are P
Some S are not P

A
E
I
O

Universal
Universal
Particular
Particular

Affirmative
Negative
Affirmative
Negative

Terms
Distributed
S
S&P
None
P

Table showing quantity, quality and distribution of categorical propositions.
Exercises
Identify the letter, quantity, quality and state if the subject and predicate terms are distributed or
undistributed.
1. No plastic ballots are safe election boxes.
E, Universal, Negative, S/P
2. All religions that don’t condemn terrorists are relgions with the highest humber of
terrorists.
A, Universal, Affirmative, S
3. Some African teams in the Russia 2018 world are teams that may soon be knocked out.
I, Particular, Affirmative, None
4. Some Aluminium businesses are not businesses with huge profits.
O, Particular, Negative, P
5. All human contacts with with rats are potential cause of lasser fever.
A, Univesal, Affirmative, S
6. No strikes by Nigeria Labour Congress (NLC) are activities that make the Government happy.
E, Universal, Negative, S/P
7. Some airlines are aviation industries that overcharge customers
I, Partiular, Affirmative, None

B. Change the quality but not quantity of the following propositions
1.
All drugs abusers are dangers to the society.
No
3. No farming lands are good for oil exploration
All.
4. Some corrupt politicians are persons who are voted out of office
Are not
5. Some DSS operative are not champions of humn rights
are

C. Change the quantity but not quality of the following propositions.
1.
All luxury transport companies with Onboad TV are companies with huge profits.
Some
2.
No presidential pardons of prisons who embezzled public monies are actions that will deter
abuse of office
Some
4. Some educational administrators are persons who introduces bad educational policies.
All
5. Some victims of kidnap are not people who can survive such ordeals
No victims of kidnap are people who can survive such ordeals
C. Change the quantity and quality of the following propositions.
1.
All kidnapping incidences are dangers to the society
Some………………………..are not……………………
2.
No roads accidents are incidences that are as a result of human errors
Some………………………..are not……………………
3.
Some hiking in the snow are adventures that end with pleasant feelings
No………………………..are ……………………
4.
Some business executives are not persons who care about ethics.
All………………………..are……………………

Venn Diagrams
To understand Venn diagrams, we need to go back to Aristolte and George Boole understanding of
Universal propositions.
What is the meaning of “All Law students are intelligent” and “All dragons are dangerous”. Does the
Universal proposition “Law students” exist? Does the universal “dragons” exist? In other words, when
do we say a universal has an existential import?
Aristotle: Aristotle holds that Universals about existing things imply the existence of the things talked
about, that is, they have existential import.
Examples:
All birds are mammal
No trees are non-living things
All dragons are dangerous animals
The first two have existential import because they talk about things that are existing, while the third
does not have existential import because it does not exist.
George Boole: (1815-1864), English mathedmatician and founder of algebraic tadtional logic. He states
that no universal propositions have existential import because they do not imply the things talked about
in such propositions.
Examples
All rangerovers are vehicles

No roses are tree
All pythions are deadly animals.
Thus, while the Aristotelian view is open to existence, Boole’s position is closed to existence.
From the Boolean standpoint, four kinds of categorial propositions can be discovered:
1. All S are P= No members of S are outside of P
2. No S are P= No members of S are inside of P
3. Some S are P= At least one S exists and that S is a P
4. Some S are not P= At least one S exists and that S is not a P

John Venn (1834-1923), English logician introduced the system of diagrams to represent information
expreseed. A Venn diagram is an arrangement of overlappinf circles in which each circle represents the
class denoted by a term in a categorical proposition. Since categorical propositions relates two classes,
Venn diagramms usually have two overlapping circles. The right circle usually stands for the Subject
term and the right circle usually stands for the predicate term.
See examples below:

The members of any class are those situated in the circle denoted by that class e.g members of the S
class class are all those situated in the S circle and members of the classdenpted by the term p are those
members inside the P circle. Members situated in the area where both circles overlap are members that
belong to both the S class and the P class. Those outside the S class and P class are neither members of
the S class nor P class.
Example:

4

1
2

Lawyers

3

Engineers

1= They are Lawyers but not Engineers
2= They are both Lawyers and Engineers
3= They are Engineers but not Lawyer
4= They are neither Lawyers nor Engineers (outside the circles)

The Areas in a Venn diagram are usually either shaded or an X is placed
Shaded area=The shaded area is empty. This is always used to represent the content of Universal propositions
(A & E).
Placing an X=Means at least one thing exist in that area. This is always used to represent the content of
Particular propositions (I & O).

Thus Venn diagrams can be used to represent the four kinds of categorical propositions as follows:

A=All S are P

E= No S are P

I= Some S are P

0= Some S are not P

Since the A proposition asserts that no members of of the S class are outside P, the portion of S that is
outside of P is shaded to indicat that nothing actually exists there. On the other hand, the E proposotion
asserts that no members of S are inside of P and by shading the portion that overlaps with P is shaded to
indicate that nothiing acually exists there. The I proposition asserts the existence of atleast one S and
that S is P and by placing an X in the overlapping areas indicates that something exists there. And lastly,
the O proposition asserts the existence of atleast one S and that S is not P and by placing an X in the
portion on the left part of the S circle that is not overlapped indicates that that portion contain at least an
S that is not P. Thus, the shaded area indicates absence of existence and the areas indicate the presence
of something.
Class Exercises
The Modern Square of Opposition
If we compare the A and O proposition, one can see some similarities. In the A proposition, the lefthand part of the S circle is empty and in the O proposition, the left-hand side of the S circle is not empty
and is the exact opposite of the A proposition. Thus, the diagrams of A and O propositions make exactly
two opposite propositions. Their propostion contraddict each other.
Similarly, the diagram for the E proposition asserts that the overlapped area of the two circles is empty
whereas in the I proposition, the overlapped area of the two circle is not empty. Thus, their
corresponding propositions contradict each other.

The relationship of the such mutually contradictory pairs ( A and O/E and I) is represented in what is
called Modern Square of Opposition.

The implication such contradictory relationship is that both contradictory propositions have opposite
truth values. In other words, if an A proposition is true, then the corresponding contradictory proposition
O must be false. Similarly, if an E proposition is true, then the corresponding contradictory proposition I
must be false. However, the relationships between A and E, A and I, E and O as well as I and O are
logically undertermined.
Testing Immediate Inferences
The Modern square of oppostion can be used to test some arguments for validity. This is the case if the
the premised is assumed to be true. If such truth value is entered in the sqaure,one can compute the truth
values of the conclusion. If the conclusion can be deduced from the sqqaure to be true, then the
argument is valid, otherwise it is invalid.
Examples:
1. Some Students are not business people
Therefore, it is false that all students are business people

2. It is false that all vehicles are trucks
Therfore, no vehicles are trucks
This sort of arguments that have only one premises such as above are known as immediate inferences
because the conclusion are drawn from only one premises. To test the validity of the premises, it is
assumed that the premises is true and this is entered in the modern square of opposition.
In the first example. The O proposition is assumed to be true. By contradictory relation, the opposite
proposition A is false. In that case, since the conclusion asserts that the conclusion is false, then it is
true.

In the second example assuming that the premise is true, it will therefore be assumed thyt the A
proposition is false. By finding the truth value of of the corresponding E porposition, we discover that
the E proposition has undertermine dtruth value and since the conclusion has an undertermined truth
value, such an argument is invalid.
To draw immediate inferences using venn diagrams, the first thing is to represent the terms with letters.
Thereafter, Venn diagrams is drawn for the premise and conclusion. If the information contained in the
conclusion diagram is also contained in the premise diagram, then the argument is valid, if not, it is
invalid.
Thus we can test the immediate inference of Example 1:
Some S are not B
Therefore, it it false that all S are B
The next step is draw venn diagrams for both premies and conclusion.

Some S are not B can be drawn

S

It is false that all S are B

B

S

B

From the above, the Venn diagram for the first premise is easy. It follows the normal standard
categorical form- an X is placed in the left-hand side of the S circle. In the conclusion, we first begin be
drawing the categorical standard form (shading the left hand side of the S circle) but since it states false,
the opposite of the shading the out part of the S circle is placing an X in that portion. And when both
diagram are compared, the information innthe conclusion is the same information in the premise, the
argument is valid.
In the second example, we could test the immediate inference as follows:

It is false that all vehicles are Trucks

V

T

In the above, the opposite of “All Vehicles are Trucks” is done. Thus instead of shading the left-hand
side of the V circle, we place an X.

No V are T

V
T
In the above, since the information in the conclusion is not the information contained in the premsie, the
argument is invalid. This argument commits the fallacy of

Existential Fallacy
Existential fallacy is commited whenever an argument is invalid as a result of the fact that the premises
are intrepreted as lacking existential import.
There are two forms of such fallacies that can be committed in the modern square of opposition.
1. All A are B
Therefore, some A are B

(A)
(I)

2. No A are B
( E)
Therefore, some A are not B (O)

Traditional Square of Opposition
While the modern square of opposition adopted the Boolean standpoint, the Traditional square of
Opposition adopts the Aristotelian standpoint.
Aristotelian standpoint holds that universal propositions about existing things have existential import.
The traditional sqaure of opposition is an arrangement of lines in a square shape that shows logically
necessary relations among the four kinds of categorical propositions. Due to the recognistion og the
existential import dimension in the Aristotelian standpoint, more inferences can be drawn from the
traditional square of opposition which can be drawn as follows.

There are four relations in the traditional square of opposition as follows:
Contradictory=Opposite truth Value
Contrary= Atleast one is false (not both true)
Subcontrary= Atleast one is true ( not both false)
Subalternation= Truth flows from up to down (downward)/Falsity flows from down to up (upward)

Contradictory

This is obtainable, if an A proposition is given as True, then the corresponding O proposition must be
false.Vice versa, if an A proposition is given as false, then the corresponding O proposition mus be true.
Similarly, if an E proposition is given as True, then the corresponding I proposition must be false.Vice
versa, if an E proposition is given as false, then the corresponding I proposition mus be true.
Contrary
This expresses partial opposition. Thus, if an A proposition is given as True, the corresponding E
proposition must be false (because atleast one of either A or E must be FALSE). Similarly, if an E
proposition is given as True, the corresponding A proposition must be false (because atleast one of
either A or E must be FALSE).
However, if an A proposition is given as false, the corresponding E proposition can be either True or
false (because atleast one of either A or E must be FALSE). This means that the E proposition has a
logically undertermined truth value.
Similarly, if an E proposition is given as false, the corresponding A proposition can be either True or
false (because atleast one of either A or E must be FALSE). This means that the A proposition has a
logically undertermined truth value.
Thus, the A and E propositions cannot both be TRUE but can both be FALSE.
Example:
1. If the A proposition “All Athletes are men” is given as true.
Then the corresponding E proposition “No Athletes are men” must be false.
2. If the E proposition “No Athletes are men” is given as true.
Then the corresponding A proposition “All Athletes are men” must be false.

Subcontrary
This also expresses partial oppostion. Thus, if an I proposition is given as False, the corresponding O
proposition must be True (because atleast one of either I or O must be TRUE). Similarly, if an O
proposition is given as False, the corresponding I proposition must be True (because atleast one of either
I or O must be true).
However, if an I proposition is given as true, the corresponding O proposition can be either True or false
(because atleast one of either I or O must be TRUE). This means that the O proposition has a logically
undertermined truth value.
Similarly, if an O proposition is given as true, the corresponding I proposition can be either True or false
(because atleast one of either A or E must be TRUE). This means that the I proposition has a logically
undertermined truth value.
Thus, the I and O propositions cannot both be FALSE but can both be TRUE.
Example:
1. If the I proposition “Some phones are trees” is given as false.
Then the corresponding O proposition “Some phones are not trees” must be true.

2. If the O proposition “Some phones are not trees” is given as false.
Then the corresponding I proposition “Some phones are trees” must be true.
Subalternation
This is shown by two arrows: a downward arrow marked with the letter “T” (True) and an upward arrow
marked with the letter “F” (False). These lines can be imagined as pipelines carrying the product “T”
(true) or “F” (false) to the opposite directions. In other words, the downward arrow carries only “T”
(Truth) to the opposite direction while the upward arrow carries only “F” (Falsity” to the opposite
direction.
Thus, if an A proposition is given as True, the corresponding I proposition must be True also (because
the arrow from A to I carries only truth).
Also, if an I proposition is given as False, the corresponding A proposition must be must be False also
(because the arrow from I to A carries only falsity).
But if an A proposition is given as False, this truth value cannot be transmitted downward (because A
transmits only Truth downward). In this case, the truth value of the corresponding I proposition cannot
be logically determined.

Similarly, if an I proposition is given as True, this truth value cannot be transmitted upward (because I
transmits only Falsity upward). In this case, the truth value of the corresponding A proposition cannot
be logically determined.
The logical relationship between the A and I propositions is exactly the same for the relationship for the
E and O propositions.
Thus, if an E proposition is given as True, the corresponding O proposition must be True also (because
the arrow from E to O carries only truth).
Also, if an O proposition is given as False, the corresponding E proposition must be must be False also
(because the arrow from O to E carries only falsity).
But if an E proposition is given as False, this truth value cannot be transmitted downward (because E
transmits only Truth downward). In this case, the truth value of the corresponding O proposition cannot
be logically determined.

Similarly, if an O proposition is given as True, this truth value cannot be transmitted upward (because O
transmits only Falsity upward). In this case, the truth value of the corresponding E proposition cannot be
logically determined.

Memory Tip: Truth comes down from “above” and falsity rise from “below”. We can demonstratee
these relationship in a traditional square of opposition.

A

Contrary

E

I

Subcontrary

O

In order to use the traditional square of opposition to determine truth values, the following rules must be
taken into consideration:
Rule 1: Always start with contradiction first.
Example:
1. If the A proposition “All Athletes are farmers” is true, then;
a) By Contradiction: O=”Some Athletes are not farmers” is false.
b) By Contrary/Subalternation: E= “No Athletes are farmers” is false.
c) By Contradiction/Subalternation/Subcontrary: I==”Some Athletes are farmers” is true.

2. If the A proposition “All Athletes are farmers” is false, then;
a) By Contradiction: O=”Some Athletes are not farmers” is true.
b) By Contrary/Subalternation: E= “No Athletes are farmers” is undertermined.
c) By Contradiction/Subalternation/Subcontrary: I=”Some Athletes are farmers” is
undertermined.

Therefore, given a false A proposition, both contratry and subalternation are undertermined, and given a
true O proposition both subcontrary and subalternation are undertermined. This means the
corresponding E and O propositions have truth values that are logically undertermined.

Rule 2: Using a contradiction first, once any of the other relations yields an
undetermined truth value, other relations will also yield undetermined truth values.
Rule 3: If a proposition produces a logically undetermined truth value, its contradictory
propositions will also produce logically undetermined truth values.
From the above, propositions that have logically undertermined truth values always occur in pairs, at
opposite ends of the diagonals on the square.
In Summary, the table below shows the determination of the truth values of the four relations of the
traditional square of opposition.

Summary of Immediate Inferences from the Tradional Square of Opposition

Testing Immediate References
Examples:
1. All android smartphone tools that make life easier.
Therefore, it is false that No android smartphone tools that make life easier.
All A are T. (A)
No A are T. (E)
Assume that the above premise which is an A proposition is true. Since by contrary E is false and that’s
what the conclusion says, then the argument is valid.

2. Some malaria parasites are viruses that are resistant to anti-malaria drugs.
Therefore, some malaria parasites are not viruses that are resistant to anti-malaria drugs.
Some M are V. (I)
Some M are not V. (O)

Assume that the above premise which is an I proposition is true. O and I are linked by subcontrary
relation. By this relationship, if I is true, the O proposition has no coresponding truth value, that is the O
proposition is logically undertermined. Thus, the argument is invalid. This argument commits the
fallacy of illicit subcontrary.
Examples.
Use the traditional square of opposition to find the truth values of the following propositions. Use “T”
from True and “F” for false and using these, determine the truth values of the statements that follow.
1. If “All smartphones are made from bronzes” is true, determine the truth values of the following
statements:
(a) No smartphones are made from bronzes. E (False)
(b) Some smartphones are made from bronzes. I (True)
(c) Some smartphones are not made from bronzes. O (False)
2. If “All smartphones are made from bronzes” is false, determine the truth values of the following
statements:
a) No smartphones are made from bronzes. E (Undertermined)
b) Some smartphones are made from bronzes. I (Undertermined)
c) Some smartphones are not made from bronzes. O (True)

3. If “No Eagles are horses” is true, determine the truth values of the following statements:
a) All Eagles are horses. A (False)
b) Some Eagles are horses. I (False)
c) Some Eagles are not horses. O (True)

4. If “No Eagles are horses” is false, determine the truth values of the following statements:
a) All Eagles are horses. A (Undertermined)
b) Some Eagles are horses. I (True)
c) Some Eagles are not horses. O (Undertermined)
5. If “Some Footballers are millionaires” is true, determine the truth values of the following
statements:
a) All Footballers are millionaires. A (Undertermined)
b) No Footballers are millionaires. E (False)
c) Some Footballers are not millionaires. O (Undertermined)
6. If “Some Footballers are millionaires” is false, determine the truth values of the following
statements:
a) All Footballers are millionaires. A (False)
b) No Footballers are millionaires. E (True)
c) Some Footballers are not millionaires. O (True)

7. If “Some EUI students are not Nigerians” is true, determine the truth values of the following
statements:
a) All EUI students are not Nigerians. A (False)
b) No EUI students are not Nigerians. E (Undertermined)

c) Some EUI students are Nigerians. I (Undertermined)

8. If “Some EUI students are not Nigerians” is false, determine the truth values of the following
statements:
a) All EUI students are Nigerians. A (True)
b) No EUI students are Nigerians. E (False)
c) Some EUI students are Nigerians. I (True)

9. If “No Chairs are tables” is true, determine the truth values of the following statements:
a) Some Chairs are not tables. O (True)
b) All Chairs are tables. A (False)
c) Some Chairs are tables. I (False)
10. If “No Chairs are tables” is false, determine the truth values of the following statements:
a) Some Chairs are not tables. O (Undertermined)
b) All Chairs are tables. A (Undetermined)
c) Some Chairs are tables. I (True)
11. If “All Suya meat are made from donkeys” is true, determine the truth values of the following
statements:
(a) Some Suya meat are made from donkeys. I (True)
(b) No Suya meat are made from donkeys. E (False)
(c) Some Suya meat are not made from donkeys. O (False)
12. If “All Suya meat are made from donkeys” is false, determine the truth values of the following
statements:
a) Some Suya meat are made from donkeys. I (Undetermined)
b) No Suya meat are made from donkeys. E (Undetermined)
c) Some Suya meat are not made from donkeys. O (True)
^

13. If “Some drivers are not pilots” is true, determine the truth values of the following statements:
a. No drivers are pilots. (Undetermined)
b. All drivers are pilots. (False)
c. Some drivers are pilots. (Undetermined)
14. If “Some drivers are not pilots” is false, determine the truth values of the following statements:
a. No drivers are pilots. (False)
b. All drivers are pilots. ( True)
c. Some drivers are pilots. (True)

Formal Fallacies
There are three fallacies that can be committed in the traditional square of opposition.
1. Illicit Contrary
It is false that all A are B. (A)

Therefore, no A are B. (E)
It is false that no A are B. (E)
Therefore, all A are B. (A)
2. Illicit Subcontrary
Some A are B. (I)
Therefore, it is false that that some A are not B. (O)
Some A are not B. (O)
Therefore, some A are B. (I)

3. Illicit Subalternation
Some A are not B. (O)
Therefore, no A are B. (E)
It is false that all A are B. (A)
Therefore, it is false that some A are B. (I)

4. Existential Fallacy
This fallacy is commited when the contrary, subcontrary and subalternation propositions are
about things that do not exist. The contradiction does not commit this fallac because it is applied
both in the case of exisitng and non exisiting thigns.
Examples
From the Aristotelian standpoint, determine if the following arguments are valid or invalid.
1

All witches who fly on broomsticks are fearless women. (A)
Therefore, some witches who fly on broomsticks are fearless women. (I)

Invalid, existential fallacy

3. No wizards with magical powers are malevolent beings. (E)
Therefore, it is false that all wizards with magical powers are malevolent beings. (A)
Invalid, existential fallacy

CATEGORICAL SYLLOGISMS
A syllogism is a deductive argument that is made up of two premises and a conclusion. A categorical
syllogism is a syllogism in which the two premises and the conclusion are categorical propositions. In
other words, a categorical syllogism that is made up three categorical propositions.
The three categorical propositions of a categorical syllogism contain three terms (Major, Minor and
Middle). Each of these terms appear twice in each of the three categorical proposition.

Major Term=The predicate of the conclusion
Minor Term= The subject of the conclusion
Middle Term=is the term that appears in the premises but does not appear in the conclusion
Example:
All Footballers are runners
No Artists are runners
Therefore, no artists are footballers
Thus;
Major Term=Footballers
Minor Term=Artists
Middle Term=Runners
The Premises of a categorical propositions are names after the terms they bear, thus
1. The premises with the major term is called the Major Premise, while
2. The Premise with the minor term is called the minor premise.
In the example above the major and minor premises are as follows:
Major premises= All Footballers are runners
Minor Premise= No Artists are runners
A catgeorical syllogism is said to be in standard form if the following four conditions are present:
1. All three propositions are standard form categorical propositions.
2. A major term which appears only in the first premise and the predicate of the conclusion.
3. A minor term which appears only in the second premise and the subject of the conclusion.
4. A middle term which appears in both premises but not in the conclusion.
Mood and Figure
The validity or invalidity of a categorical syllogism can be determined by examining the form. This
form consists of the two factors: mood and figure.
Mood
The Mood of a categorical syllogism consists of the letter names that make up that syllogism. To
determine the mood of a categorical syllogism, the propositions must first be turned into categorical
propositions and the letters put against each categorical propositon and the ketters arranged reading from
the major premises, minor premises and conclusion.
Example:
All Footballers are runners (A)
No Artists are runners (E)
Therefore, no artists are footballers (E)
Mood: AEE
Figure

The figure of a categorical propositIon is determined by the location of the two occurrences of the
middle term in the premises. There are four types of figures that can be obtained, namely.
1. M
P
S
M
-----------------S
P

2. P
M
S
M
-----------------S
P

3. M
P
M
S
-----------------S
P

4. P
M
M
S
-----------------S
P

The following diagram may help to remembers´the position of figure in a categoral syllogism.

Example:

All Footballers are runners (A)
No Artists are runners (E)
Therefore, no artists are footballers (E)
Mood: AEE
Figure: 2
The form of the syllogism is: AEE-2
Since there are 4 types of categorical propositions and three categorical propositions, there are therefore
64 possible moods:
(4 x 4 x 4=64).
Also, since there are four different figures, there will be 256 different forms of categorical syllogisms:
(64 x 4 = 256).
As soon as the mood and figure and known, the validity of the syllogims can be determined from the list
of valid syllogistics forms. To do this, the Bolean szandpoint has to be adopted. If the syllogisms form
appears on the Bolean list of unconditionally valid, then such syllogism is valid.
Unconditionally valid Forms

If a syllogims does not appear on the list of unconditionally valid forms above, then one must
adopt, the Aristotellian standpoint to check for validity. If it does appear here, then the syllogism
is valid from the Aristoltellian standpoint.

Exercise
In the following standard from syllogism, identify the major, minor and middle terms and the mood and
figure. Then use the lists of valid syllogistic forms to determine whether each is valid from the Bolean
and Aristotelian standpoints or invalid.
1. All athletes are people who run very fast
All athletes are people who train daily
All people who train daily are people who run very fast
Major Term: people who run very fast
Minor Term: people who train daily
Middle term: Athletes
Mood & Figure: AAA-3
Validity: Invalid
2. No pilots are persons that should not be well paid
All persons who fly Boeing 787 are pilots
No persons who fly Boeing 787 are persons that should not be well paid
Major Term: persons that should not be well paid
Minor Term: people who train daily
Middle term: pilots
Mood & Figure: EAE-1
Validity: Valid (Bolean)
3. No Lasser fever cases are diseases from monkeys
Some airborne diseases are not diseases from Monkeys
Some airborne dieases are lasser fever cases
Major Term: lasser fever cases
Minor Term: airborne dieases
Middle term: diseases from monkey

Mood & Figure: EOI-2
Validity: Invalid

4. No Law students are students without English credit pass in SSCE
Some University students are law students
Some University students are not students without English credit pass in SSCE
Major Term: students without English credit pass in SSCE
Minor Term: University students
Middle term: law students
Mood & Figure: EIO-1
Validity: Valid (Boolean)

5. All EUI students are hardworking students
All EUI students are intelligent students
Some intelligent students are hardworking students
Major Term: hardworking students
Minor Term: intelligent students
Middle term: EUI students
Mood & Figure: AAI-3
Validity: Valid (Aristotelian)

B.
Put the following syllogism into standard form usung letters to represent the terms, identify the
mood and figure. Then use the lists of valid syllogistic forms to determine whether each is valid from
the Bolean and Aristotelian standapointns or invalid.
1. No drivers are pilots, so no drivers are millionnaires, since all millionnaires are pilots.
All millionnaires (M) are pilots (P)
No drivers (D) are pilots (P)
…………………………
No drivers (D) are millionnaires (M)
All M are P
No D are P
…………………..
No D are M
Major Term: M
Minor Term: D
Middle term: P
Mood & Figure: AEE-2
Validity: Valid (Boolean)

2. Some street children are not children who can go to school, because some young people are
street children, and no children who can go to school are young people.

No children who can go to school are young people (E)
Some young people are street children (I)
………………………………
Some street children are not children who can go to school. (O)
No C are Y
Some Y are S
………………….
Some S are not C
Major Term: C
Minor Term: S
Middle Term: Y
Mood & Figure: EIO-4
Validity: Valid (Boolean)
3. No Governtment regulation of prices are regulations accepted by capitalists, and all regulations
ccpeted by capitalists are measures that allow free pricing by market forces. Therefore, some
rent governemnt regulations of prices are measures that allow free pricing by market forces.
All regulations accpeted by capitalists (R) are measures that allow free pricing by market forces (M)
No Governtment regulation of prices (G) are regulations accepted by capitalists
(R)…………………………………………………..
Some governemnt regulations of prices (G) are measures that allow free pricing by market forces.
(M)
All R are M (A)
No G are R (E)
…..
Some G are M (I)
Major Term: M
Minor Term: G
Middle Term: R
Mood & Figure: AEI-1
Validity: Invalid
Class Exercises/Home Work
Put the following syllogism into standard form usung letters to represent the terms, identify the mood
and figure. Then use the lists of valid syllogistic forms to determine whether each is valid from the
Bolean and Aristotelian standapointns or invalid.
Some flies that eat termites are not animals that are good for human consumption, inasmuch as no
brown flies are animals that are good for human consumption and all brown flies are flies that eat
termites.

1. Some flies that eat termites (F) are not animals that are good for human consumption (A), inasmuch
as no brown flies (B) are animals that are good for human consumption (A) and all brown flies (B)
are flies that eat termites (F).

No B are A (E)
All B are F (A)
………………….
Some F are not A (O)

Major Term: A
Minor Term: F
Middle Term: B
Mood & Figure: EAO-3
Validity: Valid (Aristotelian)

2. No Killer Fulani Herders are people who should be allowed to roam the place freely, and some
foreigners are killer Fulani herders. Thus, some people who should be allowed to roam the place
freely are foreigners.
Some F are K (I)
No K are P (E)
………………….
Some P are F (I)

Major Term: F
Minor Term: P
Middle Term: K
Mood & Figure: IEI-4
Validity: Invalid
3. Some election riggers are not citizens that should be given presidential pardon, because some election
riggers are not promoters of a just society, and all citizens that should be given presidential pardon
are promoters of a just society.
All C are P (A)
Some E are not P (O)
………………….
Some E are not C (O)

Major Term: C
Minor Term: E
Middle Term: P
Mood & Figure: AOO-2
Validity: Valid (Boolean)

4. Some xenophobic persons are not persons suited to be police officers, given that some human rights
activitists are not persons suited to be police officers, and no human rights activitists are xenophobic
perons.
Some H are not P (O)
No H are X (E)
………………….
Some X are not P (O)

Major Term: P
Minor Term: X
Middle Term: H
Mood & Figure: OEO-3
Validity: Invalid

Reconstruct the syllogistims from the follOwing combinations of mood and figure using letter S
(subject), P (predicate) and M (Middle term).
1. OAE-3
Some M are not P
All M are S
No S are P
2. AAA-1
All M are P
All S are M
All S are P
3. AOE-4
All P are M
Some M are not S
No S are P
4. EAO-2
No P are M
All S are M
Some S are not P
5. OEI-3
Some M are not P
No M are S
Some S are P
6. EIA-4
No P are M
Some M are S
All S are P

7. OEA-4
Some P are not M
No M are S
All S are P
8. AOO-2
All P are M
Some S are not M
Some S are not P
9. IAE-1
Some M are P
All S are M
No S are P
10. AII-3
All M are P
Some M are S
Some S are P

Mid-Semester Test
1. Identify the quantifer, subject term, copula and predicate term in each of the exercises
below. Also, identity the particular standard-form of each excercise.
i.
ii.

Some pastors who are intolerant of other people’s faith are not allowed to preach in public
No Universities in Nigeria worth its salt are institutions that are not promoting
entrepreneural studies.

2. Fill in the blank spaces in the table below
Proposition
Letter
Name
All S are P
No S are P
Some S are P
Some S are not P

Quantity

Quality

3. Use the Modern Square of Oppostion to determine whether the following immediate reference is
valid or invalid from the Boolean standpoint.
i.

No farmers are good in Athletics.
Therefore, All farmers are good in Athletics.

4. Use the Traditional Square of Opposition to find the truth values of the following propositions.
i. If “Some EUI students are not Nigerians” is true, determine the truth values of the following
statements:
a. All EUI students are not Nigerians.
b. No EUI students are not Nigerians.
c. Some EUI students are Nigerians.

ii.

If “Some EUI students are not Nigerians” is false, determine the truth values of the following
statements:
a. All EUI students are not Nigerians.
b. No EUI students are not Nigerians.
c. Some EUI students are Nigerians.

Construct the following syllogism
1. An EIO-2 syllogism with these terms:
Major: fanatics
Minor: extremists
Middle:People who encourage free thinking
No fanatics are people who encourage free thinking
Some extremists are scholars who encourage free thinking
……………………………
Some extremists are not fanatics
2. An unconditionally valid syllogism in the first figure with particular affirmative conclusion
and these terms:
Major: persons that cannot be objective
Minor: judges
Middle: inadequate judgements
AII-1
All M are P
Some S are M
……………………
Some S are P

All who give inadequate judgements are persons that cannot be objective
Some judges are persons who give inadequate judgements
…………….
Some judges are persons that cannot be objective
3. An unconditionally valid syllogism in the fourth figure with two universal premises and
these terms:
Major: male alcoholics
Minor: heroic cases
Middle: deadly incidences
AAA-1
All M are P
All S are M
……………………
All S are P

All deadly incidences are incidences caused by male alcoholics

All heroic cases are deadly incidences
……………………….
All herioc cases are incidences caused by male alcoholics

4. An valid syllogism having mood OAO and these terms:
Major: things capable of replicating by themselves
Minor: structures that invade cells
Middle: viruses
OAO-3
Some viruses are not things capable of replicating by themselves
All viruses are structures that invade cells
…………………
Some structures that invade cells are not things capable of replicating by themselves

All deadly incidences are incidences caused by male alcoholics
Some heroic cases are deadly incidences
……………………….
Some herioc cases are incidences caused by male alcoholics

Venn Diagrams
Venn diagrams are one of the easiest ways of testing for the validity of categorical syllogisms.
Because syllogims caontain three propositions, venn diagrams contain three overlapping circles
reach representing one of the categorial propositions. Two of the circles represent the premises
while the third represents the conclusion.

There are 3 overlapping circles A, B, C
AC= consists of both circles A and C
AB= consists of both circles A and B
BC=consists of both circles B and C

ABC=consists of the three circles A, B and C
To use the venn diagrams to test for validity, venn diagrams are constructed for the three
proposition, the two premises and the conclusion and the contents of the venn diagrams of the
premises are checked if they imply the content of the conclusion. If the content of the premises
agree with the content of the conclusion, then the syllogism is valid. If not, it is invalid.
Some basic guides in designing venn diagrams
1. Marks (placing an X) or shading are done only for premises, not for the concluison.
2. Where the premises contain a universal premises, it should be entered first. If there are tow
universal premises, any of them can be entered first.
3. Only enter information relating to two terms of the propositions being constructed.
4. In inspedting the venn diagrams of the premises imply the conclusion, oneshould note that
particular propositions asserts two things:
i. Some S are P=Atleast one S exists and that S is a P.
ii. Some S are not P=Atleast one S exists and S is not a P.
5. In shading an area, shade all areas concerned.
6. If an X is going to an area where one part is alread shaded, the X goes into the unshaded
part.If none of the two parts is shaded, the X goes to the line sepaprating the two parts.
7. An X should never be placed outside a circle, on the outer line of a circle or at the
intersection of the three circles.

Boolean standpoint
Example 1:
All P are M
No S are M
….
No S are P

AEE-2

To enter the major premise, concentrate only on M and P terms in which the part of P outside the
overlapped area is shaded to show there is nothing existing there. To enter the minor premise,
concentrate only on the S and M terms in which the overlapped area between S and M is shaded to show

there is nothing in tht area. The conclusion asserts that the overlapping area between the S and P is
shaded. Inspecting the diagram, that part is actually shaded. This syllogistic form is therefore valid.

Example 2:
No P are M
All M are S
….
No S are P

EAE-4

To enter the major premise, concentrate only on P and M terms in which the overlapped area between P
and M is shaded to indicate that there is nothing in the overlapped area. To enter the minor premise,
concentrate only on the M and S terms in which the part of M outside the overlapped area is shaded to
show there is nothing existing there . The conclusion asserts that the overlapping area between the S and
P is shaded. Inspecting the diagram, that part is partially shaded. This syllogistic form is therefore
invalid.

Example 3:
All P are M
Some S are not M
….
Some S are P

AOI-2

To enter the major premise, concentrate only on P and M terms in which the part of P outside the
overlapped area is shaded to show there is nothing existing there. To enter the minor premise,
concentrate only on the S and M terms in which an S exists (indicated with the sign X) and that S is not
an M and the X is placed in the part of the S circle outside the M circle. The conclusion asserts that there
is an S exists (indicated with the sign X) and that S is a P in which an X is placed in the overlapped area
between S and P to show something exists there. Inspecting the diagram, that is no X in the overlapping
part between S and P.This syllogistic form is therefore invalid.

Example 4:
All M are P
Some S are not M
….
Some S are not P

AOO-1

To enter the major premise, concentrate only on M and P terms in which the part of M outside the
overlapped area is shaded to show there is nothing existing there. To enter the minor premise,
concentrate only on the M and S terms in which an S exists (indicated with the sign X) and that S is
placed in the part of the S circle outside the overlapped area between S and M. Since the area where the
X is to be placed is already divided into two, the X goes into the line separating the two circles. The
conclusion asserts that an S exists (indicated with the sign X) and that X is inside the S circle but outside
the P circle. Inspecting the diagram, an X is inside the S circle but it is not clear if the X is inside or
outside the P circle. This syllogistic form is therefore invalid.

Example 5:
No P are M
Some S are not M
….
Some S are not P

EOO-2

Note that the universal first must be enter first which is also the major premises. To enter the major
premise, concentrate only on P and M terms in which the overlapped area between P and M is shaded to
indicate that there is nothing in the overlapped area. To enter the minor premise, concentrate only on the
S and M terms in which an S exists (indicated with the sign X) and that S is not an M and the X is
placed in the line between S and P which is outside the M circle. The conclusion asserts that an S exists
(indicated with the sign X) and that S is not a P. Thus the X should be inside the S circle but outside the
P circle. Inspecting the diagram, an X is in the line between the S and P circles, so the X is neither
outside the S nor in the P circles. This syllogistic form is therefore invalid.

Aristotelian standpoint
The Procedure to test for validity in the Aristotelian standpoint are as follows:
1. First construct the syllogism form, test for validity from the Boolean standpoint. If valid, then it
is valid from both Boolean and Aristitellian standpoint.
2. If the syllogistic form is invalid from the Boolean standpoint, adopt the Aristotelian standpoint.
Check to see if there is any Venn circle that is completely shaded apart from one area. If such a
part exist, put a circled X in that area and retest the form.
3. If the syllogistic form is conditionally valid, Check if the circled X represents something that
exists. If yes, then the condition is fulfilled and the syllogism is valid from the Aristotelina
standpoint.

Example 1.
All Engineers are lawyers
No Engineers are doctors
…
Some lawyers are not doctors

All E are L
No E are D
…
Some L are not D

AEO-3

AEO-3

To enter the major premise, concentrate only on E and L terms in which the part of E outside the
overlapped area is shaded to show there is nothing existing there. To enter the minor premise,
concentrate only on the E and D terms in which the overlapped area between E and D is shaded to show
nothing exists there. The conclusion asserts that an L exists (indicated with the sign X) and that X is
inside the L circle but outside the D circle. Inspecting the diagram, no X exists in the D and L circles.
Thus, this syllogistic form is therefore invalid from the Boolean standpoint.
Next, we adopt the Aristotelian standpoint by placing a circled X on the unschaded part of the E circle.
With this, the diagram now shows the syllogistic form to be conditionally valid. Next, we proceed to
check if the circled x represent something that exists. Since the circled X is in the E circle and E stands
for engineers, and enginners does exist, then the syllogism is valid from the Aristotelian standpoint.

Example 2.
All mammals are terrestrial animals
All four-eyed tigers are mammals
…
Some four-eyed tigers are terrestrial animals

All M are T
All F are M
…
Some F are T

AAI-1

AEO-3

To enter the major premise, concentrate only on M and T terms in which the part of M outside the
overlapped area is shaded to show there is nothing existing there. To enter the minor premise,
concentrate only on the F and M terms in which the part of F outside the overlapped area is shaded to
show there is nothing existing there. The conclusion asserts that an F exists (indicated with the sign X)
and that F is a T. Thus the X is placed in the overlapped part of F and T. Inspecting the diagram, no X
exists in the F and T circles. Thus, this syllogistic form is therefore invalid from the Boolean standpoint.
Next, we adopt the Aristotelian standpoint by placing a circled X on the unschaded part of the F circle.
With this, the diagram now shows the syllogistic form to be conditionally valid. Next, we proceed to
check if the circled X represent something that exists. Since the circled X is in the F circle and F stands
for four-eyed tigers, and four-eyed tigers do not exist, then the syllogism is invalid from the Aristotelian
standpoint.

Exercises
Use venn diagrams to determine if the following standard form syllogisms are valid from the Boolean or
Aristotelian standpoints, or invalid. Identify the mood and figure. Cross check your answers with list of
valid syllogisms.
1. No intelligent students are students who are not hard working
Some English students are intelligent students
…
Some English students are not students who are not hardworking
No I are S
Some E are I
…
Some E are not S
Validity: Valid (Boolean)

EIO-1

2. All people with deficit in vitamin D are humans who may may develop bone diseases.
All sickle cell sufferers are humans who may may develop bone diseases.
…
All sickle cell sufferers are people with deficit in vitamin D

All P are H
All S are H
…
All S are P

AAA-2

Validity: Invalid (Boolean, Aristotelian

3. No truck drivers are farmers.
All truck drivers are good people.
…
Some good people are not farmers

No T are F
All T are G
…
Some G are not F

EAO-3

Invalid (Boolean)
Valid (Aristotelian)
Home Work
1. Some factory workers are workers who should get an award
Some persons who are not well paid are factory workers
Therefore, some persons who are not well paid are workers who should get an award

2. Some survivors of conflicts are not people who come out of trauma
All survivors of conflicts are victims who need Government support
Therefore, some victims who need Government support are not people who come out of
trauma

3. All night travellers are people are take risks
All people who take risks are courageous people
Terefore, some courageuos people are night travellers.

4. All birds are animals that are difficult to shoot
No animals that are difficult to shoot are booty of hunters
Therefore, all booty of hunters are birds
5. No dentists are people who tolerate pain
Some lawyers are dentists
Therefore, some lawyers are people not persons who tolerate pain.

Rules and Fallacies
Valid syllogisms agree to certain rules. If any of such rules are violated, a cetain formal fallacy is
committed and thus such syllogism is considered invalid. However, if none of the rules is violated, then
such a syllogism is considered as valid.
These rules and fallacies can be examined either from the Boolean or from the Aristotellin standpoints.
Boolean Standpoint
There are five rules in the boolean standpoint. Two are based on the oncept of distribution, two on
the concept of quality and one on the concept of quntity.
Recall:
Categorical proposition
A
E
I
O

Terms Distributed
Subject
Subject, Predicate
None
Predicate

Rule One:
The middle term must be distributed atleast once.

Fallacy: Undistributed Middle.
Example.
All Hens are birds
All hawks are birds
…………
All hawks are hens

Middle term (birds) is not ditsributed in either premise. So the syllogims commmits the fallacy of
undistrbuted middle.

Rule Two.
If a term is distributed in the onclusion, then it must be distrbuted in a premise
Fallacy: Illicit Major; illicit Minor.

Example 1:
All donkeys are animals
Some cats are not donkeys
……
Some cats are not animals
Example 2:
All lions are carnivores
All carnivores are animals
……
All animals are lions

In example 1, the major term (animals) is distributed in the conclusion but not in the major premise.
therefore, the syllogism commits the fallacy of illicit major.
In example 2, minor term (animals) is distributed in the conclusion but not in the minor premise.
Therefore, the syllogism commit the fallacy of illicit minor.
In examining if a syllogism commits the fallacy of illicit major or minor, one must examine the
conlcusion first, if no term is distibuted, then rule two is not violated but if one or both terms is
distrbutued in the conclusion, then the corresponding premies must be examined. If the term distibuted
in the conclusion is also distrbuted in the conclusion, then the rule is not violated but if the term
distrubuted in the conslusion is not distributed in the premises, then the rule is viloated accordingly
(illicit major or minor) and the syllogim is invalid.

Rule Three.
Two negative premises are not allowed.
Fallacy: Exclusive premises.
Example:
No flies are carnivores
Some rats are not flies
……
Some rats are not carnivores
In the example above, the two premises are negative are therefore, the syllogims is invalid.

Rule Four
A negative premise requires a negative conclusion and a negative conclusion requires a negative
premise.
Fallacy: Drawing an affirmative conclusion from a negative premises
Or drawing a negative conclusion from affirmative premises.
Example 1:
All pigeons are carnivores
Some horses are not pigeons
…
Some horses are carnivores
Example 2:
All motorcycles are vehicles
All vehicles are means of transportation
…
Some means of transportation are not motorcycles

In the first example, an affirmative conclusion is drawn from a negative premises and thus commits the
fallacy of drawing an affirmative conclusion from a negative premise and is therefore invalid.
In the second example, a negative conclusion is drawn from affirmative premises and thus commits the
fallacy of drawing a negative conclusion from affirmative premises and is therefore invalid.
In other words, any syllogism with only one negative statement is invalid.

Rule Five
If both premises are universal, the conclusion cannot be particular.
Fallacy: Existential fallacy.
Example:
All carnivores are animals
All lions are carnivores
…
Some lions are animals

In the above example, the premises contain two universals while the conclusion is particular. This
violates rule five and commits the existential fallacy and the syllogims is therefore invalid.

Aristotelian Standpoint

The first four rules of the Boolean standpoint are also applicable to the Aristotelian standpoint. Thus, the
first four syllogisms that are invalid in the Boolean standpoint are also invalid in the Aristotelian
standpoint.
However, the fifth rule is valid from the Aristotellian standpoint. It is valid on the condition that the
critical term´of the syllogism indicates atleast one thing that is existing. In the example below, that term
is “lions”.

Example:
All carnivores are animals
All lions are carnivores
…
Some lions are animals
In the example, the critical term “term” exists and therefore, the syllogims is valid from the Aristotelian
standpoint.
In the following example,
All carnivores are animals
All four-eyed lions are carnivores
…
Some four-eyed lions are animals.
Four-eyed lions do not exists. And since from the Aristotelian standpoint, universals are valid if they
actaully exists. Since four-eyed lions do not exists, the syllogism is invalid.

Class Exercises
Reconstruct the following syllogistic forms and use the five rules for syllogism to determine if they
valid from the Boolean, conditionally valid from the Aristotellian standpoint or invald. If invalid,
identify the fallacy commited.
Example 1
AAA-3
All M are P
All M are S
…
All S are P
Validity:Invalid
Fallacy:Illicit minor

Example 2
EAE-2

No P are M
All S are M
…
No S are P
Validity: valid (Boolean)
Class Exercises
Reconstruct the following syllogistic forms and use the five rules for syllogism to determine if they
valid from the Boolean standpoint, conditionally valid from the Aristotellian standpoint or invald. If
invalid, identify the fallacy commited.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

AII-3
AOO-2
AII-4
IEO-1
AEE-1

Class Exercises
Use the five rules to determine whether the following standard form syllogisms are valid from the
Boolean standpoint, conditionally valid from the Aristotellian standpoint or invald. For the invalid,
identify the fallacy commited. Check your answers by constructing a venn diagram for each.
1. Some animals are objects of wonder
Some objects of wonder are things of natural attraction
Therefore, things of natural attraction are animals

Some A are O
Some O are T
Therefore, some T are A
Validity:Invalid.
Fallacy: Illicit minor

2. No soldiers are policemen
Some Vigilantes are policemen
Therefore, Some vigilantes are not soldiers

EIO-2

III-4

No S are P
Some V are P
Therefore, some V are S

Validity: Valid (Boolean).

Home Work Exercises
Use the five rules to determine whether the following standard form syllogisms are valid from the
Boolean standpoint, conditionally valid from the Aristotelian standpoint or invalid. For the
invalid, identify the fallacy committed. Check your answers by constructing a Venn diagram for
each.

1.

No swimmers are older persons above 90 years
All Ijaws are swimmers
Therefore, some Ijaws are old persons above 90 years

EAI-1

No S are O
All I are S
Therefore, some I are O
Validity:Invalid.
Fallacy: Drawing affirmative conclusion from negative premises

2.

All people who defend the law are lawyers
Some Nigerian politicians are not people who defend the law
Therefore, Some Nigerian politicians are not lawyers
All P are L

AIO-1

Some N are not P
Therefore, some N are not L

Validity:Invalid.
Fallacy: Illicit Major
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